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Motivation and goals

BSM

To measure the parameters of the Standard Model 
(SM) to very high precision;

The search of new physics predicted by the beyond SM 
(BSM) theories;

Precise measurements of triple and quartic gauge 
couplings sensitive to BSM physics. One of the 
sensitive processes is Z(νν)γ process.

Motivation:

Goals:

To calculate integral and differential in       ,          ,           ,                    ,               ,       .         
cross-sections and compare the results with the theory predictions;

To obtain the strongest up-to-date limits on anomalous neutral triple gauge-boson couplings (aTGCs).

We want to estimate backgrounds as accurate as possible but background processes emerging 
from object misidentification are not well-modeled in Monte-Carlo. Many analyses at the LHC 
experiments use data-driven methods to solve this issue.
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The backgrounds and the phase space definition
Signal: Z(νν)γ

Backgrounds:

γ + jets – via MC → ABCD method based on  significance and additional variable 
(or slice method?);

W(→lν)γ – fit to data in additional CR based on 𝑁lep (shape from MC);

35%

26%

e → γ – fake-rate estimation using Z-peak (tag-n-probe) method;

jet → γ – ABCD method based on photon ID and isolation and slice method (shape from Zγ QCD);

Z(ll)γ – via MC;

ttγ – via MC.

20%

14%

1.9%

1.6%

Preselections Selections

FixedCutLoose isolation working point is chosen.
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jet → γ background
The background induced by the misidentification of a jet as a photon is studied in this analysis.

the phase space is splitted into 4 regions based on the 
identification (tight or loose’ ) and isolation (isolated or non-
isolated ) criteria for photons;

ABCD method for jet → γ : 

the main assumption is the absence of correlation between 
identification and isolation criteria.

Hadronic jets in which neutral mesons 
carry a significant fraction of energy may be 
misidentified as isolated photons.

the SR will be contaminated with jet → γ

M
C

The estimate of jet→γ events in signal region A derived by ABCD 
method is 2100 ± 100 ± 300

More details in back-up
A large uncertainty is observed. Thus, we have a motivation 
to estimate jet → γ with other methods.
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Estimation techniques of the slice method I
Strategy:

Split the phase space into 4 regions based on kinematic 
cuts and isolation. The fit region (FR) is a region with 
relaxed cuts on several variables, where events have a 
leading photon candidate that is isolated. The SR is a 
subset of the FR, events in the SR pass all signal 
kinematic selections.

1.

The CR1 is a region with relaxed cuts on several 
variables, where events have a leading photon candidate 
that is not isolated. The CR2 is a subset of the CR1, events 
in CR2 pass all signal kinematic selections.

2.

Photons in all four regions pass the tight selection criteria.3.

The fit is performed in the FR, where the jet → γ process used for the fit is derived from CR1. The 
relaxed cuts in the FR and the CR1 are applied to dispose of enough statistics.

4.

Photon is required to pass track isolation in isolated regions. To increase the statistics in 
non-isolated regions the inverted track isolation is applied.

5.
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Estimation techniques of the slice method II
The fit can be performed for different variables in the 
phase-space region with relaxed cuts on these variables.

To study the dependence of the result on the isolation 
criteria, control regions CR1 and CR2 are split into 
successive intervals by the isolation variable, instead of a 
single integrated anti-isolated region.

6.

7.

In this way, the number of jet → γ background events for 
a given isolation slice 𝑖 can be estimated as follows:

The fit is performed in the FR. Thus, the total number of events in the FR estimated from non-
isolated slice of the CR1 is given by: 

8.

9.

The fitting parameter 𝑇(i) gives the estimated number of jet → γ events in the FR:10.
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Estimation techniques of the slice method III
In this study, a parameter 𝛼 is taken to be equal 1. The fit 
parameter 𝑇(i) is derived for each slice and kinematic 

variable.

11.

Finally, the fitted jet → γ yield is extrapolated to the 
signal region. The estimate for each slice and kinematic 
variable is determined by the equation:

12.

FixedCutLoose isolation working point is chosen. 
Isolation working point is defined as:

Five isolation slices are chosen: [0.065, 0.08, 0.095, 0.115, 0.14]
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Fit process 
The fit was performed for 4 variables: ,                                  ,                           and

The fitting parameter 𝑇 i is derived from the fit for each slice and variable.

The results of the fit for slice 1 [0.065, 0.08]:

Pre-fits and post-fits for other slices are performed in back-up
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The results of the fit
Result of the fit for Zγ QCD Sherpa generator:

The fit 
parameters 𝑇(i)

Observed jet → γ events in 
the CR2

jet → γ events 
in the SR for 
each slice 
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Linear extrapolation

Landau fit X = 0.012 ± 0.010 

Isolation distribution for jet → γ MC samples 

for Gaus fit is 92.78/26

The estimate of jet → γ background is 1810 ± 90 events.
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W/o                          the estimate is 1860 ± 70 events.



The sources of the systematics
Systematic uncertainties come from:

The uncertainty in the choice of the extrapolation target for the isolation scan, estimated by changing 
the isolation target by ±1σ;

The uncertainty comes from different generators.

1911 events, δ = 98 events 1982 events, δ = 169 events 

Total systematic uncertainty is 195 events. 

Thus, the estimate of jet → γ events in signal region A by slice method is 1810 ± 90 ± 200.

The estimate of jet→γ events in signal region A derived by ABCD method is 2100 ± 100 ± 300. 

The final estimates for different methods coincide within the uncertainty.
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W/o                          the estimate is 1860 ± 70 ± 180 events.
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Likelihood-based approach I
The main idea: to fit signal and other backgrounds distributions except jet → γ to data in 
all ABCD regions

The essence of the method is to perform a fit of the likelihood function, which is defined as:

where model parameters are defined as:

– varying parameter for signal in each region;

– varying parameter for estimated background in each region and bin; 

– the number of events in MC backgrounds (excl. jet → γ );

– the number of signal events;

– the number of estimated background (jet → γ ) events.
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– the number of the data events in each region and bin;
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Likelihood-based approach II
Likelihood based approach is constructed with the assumption that R = 1 for each bin in 
the distribution for jet → γ background:

To avoid the redundancy of the model the following limitation is applied:

This way the number of jet → γ events in SR:

The search of maximum of likelihood function is performed with RooFit toolkit:

The proposed method significantly reduces the number of steps to be done to obtain the 
estimate compared to ABCD-method
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MC samples
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The likelihood-based approach is applied to associated Zγ production with Z-boson decaying 
into neutrinos (Z → νν). One of the backgrounds comes from γ+j events. Zj events come from 
jet → γ misidentification

Event selection criteria for
Zγ candidate events

The processes considered in the analysis are generated in 
MadGraph5 MC event generator using pp collisions with √s 
= 13 TeV and the integrated luminosity of 139 fb-1

Pythia8 is used for parton showering and hadronization, 
Delphes is used for detector simulation.

Thus the study uses Asimov data which is not real data but the sum of MC generated 
processes, the likelihood-based estimate of jet → γ background and MC prediction should 
coincide. It is so-called «closure test».
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The results of the fit
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The fit was performed for and        : 

The final estimate is chosen based on the          
value in the SR and R-factor.

The estimate of jet → γ events in SR obtained by 
likelihood method is                                 for       and for

n
s The MC prediction is                              events

r
. 

The systematic uncertainties were derived by 
variating the value of isolation gap by ±σ in non-
isolated control regions. 
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Summary
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The alternative likelihood-based method of estimation of jet → γ events was developed. It 
uses the information about the shape of the distributions in the regions and provides a 
much simpler way to obtain the estimate of the number of background events.

Thank you for your attention!
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The estimate of jet→γ events in signal region A is derived by ABCD method. The estimate 
is 2100 ± 100 ± 300 events.

The alternative slice method is performed for jet→γ estimation process. The estimate of 
jet→γ events in signal region A derived by slice method is 1810 ± 90 ± 200. The final 
estimates for the methods coincide within the uncertainty.
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R factor Zj and W(τν) in MC 
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=

=

is the total variance in the

longitudinal direction to the

longitudinal L and transverse T 
measurement

is the correlation factor of the



Isolation distributions (loose’3)
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R factor in data

FixedCutLoose was chosen. In order to decrease syst. 
uncert. the loose’3 was chosen
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jet → γ background estimation (loose’3)
Event yields for the data and non-jet → γ background processes considered in the ABCD method

Event yields signal:The signal leakage parameters:

With R by data-driven 𝟐𝟎𝟕𝟖−𝟗𝟕
+𝟏𝟎𝟎
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Systematic uncertainty I
Systematic uncertainties come from:

non-tight definition and isolation gap choice. 
Variation for ±1σ changes in data yield

different generators

imperfect photon iso/ID modeling

Different loose prime and isolation gap

δ = 16%  

The choice of loose prime 3 reduced the systematic 
uncertainty from 32% to 16%
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Systematic uncertainty II
Different generators:

Uncertainty coming from signal leakage is obtained δ = 0.8%

Systematic uncertainty come from imperfect photon iso/ID modeling:

δeff
iso = 0.013

δeff
iso/ID = 0.013

δeff
iso/ID = 1.3% 

Total systematics: δData = 16%

Estimate

with RData: 𝟐𝟏𝟎𝟎−𝟏𝟎𝟎
+𝟏𝟎𝟎(stat.) ± 300(syst.)
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Fit process. Slice 1



Fit process. Slice 2



Fit process. Slice 3



Fit process. Slice 4



Fit process. Slice 5
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The results of the fit
Events in FR:

Events in CR1
for each slice:

Events in CR2
for each slice:
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The results of the fit
Result of the fit for Zγ QCD MadGraph:

The fit 
parameter 𝑇(i)

Observed jet → γ
events in the CR2 

jet → γ events 
in the SR for 
each slice 



Distributions

|∆φ(γ, MET)| is not sensitive to the jet → γ background then estimating with slice method?
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The results of the fit
Pre-fit for Post-fit for
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The results of the fit
Pre-fit for Post-fit for
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